A VAN BEEST BRAND

The complete solution for
your lifting job
Green Pin Tycan® lifting assembly components
Green Pin Tycan® fibre chain offers all the performance and flexibility of steel chain
but is eight times lighter than steel. A choice of four sizes of lifting chain with
matching fittings allows you to manufacture a complete chain assembly with a
Working Load Limit of up to 14.2 tons. The chain fittings, specially developed for use
with Green Pin Tycan®, include a connecting link, a shortening hook and a sling hook.
The clevis of the hooks and the bearing surface of the connecting link have been
specially designed to perfectly fit Green Pin Tycan® chain links. This guarantees safe
assembly of the chain and its fittings.
Below, you can find an overview of the complete lifting system and complementary
products currently on offer, including the article codes for individual components.

2.6t WLL*

4t WLL*

5t WLL*

6.8t WLL*

(1 leg sling)

(1 leg sling)

(1 leg sling)

(1 leg sling)

UMS18 (5.4 ton)
UMTS22 (6.5 ton)

UMS22 (8.2 ton)
UMTS28 (11 ton)

UMS22 (8.2 ton)
UMTS28 (11 ton)

UMS25 (11.2 ton)
UMTS36 (17.5 ton)

GPUMJT15

GPUMJT20

UMJ13 (6.8 ton)

GPUMJT30

GPUCRCT15

GPUCRCT20

GPUCRCT25
G-4151/3 (4.75 ton)

GPUCRCT30

FCHLIFT1115

FCHLIFT1120

FCHLIFT1525

FCHLIFT1330

GPUCSCT15

GPUCSCT20

HKK20A050

GPUCSCT30

* 2 leg sling < 45 degrees

3.69 ton

5.65 ton

7 ton

9.6 ton

* 2 leg sling 45-60 degrees

2.6 ton

4 ton

5 ton

6.8 ton

* 3/4 leg sling < 45 degrees

5.5 ton

8.5 ton

10.5 ton

14.2 ton

* 3/4 leg sling 45-60 degrees

3.9 ton

6 ton

7.5 ton

10.2 ton

Master
links
Connecting
links

UMS

UMJT

UMTS

UMJ

Shorteners
UCRCT G-4151 G-4153

Chain
FCHLIFT

Hooks
UCSCT P-6720A

Green Pin Tycan® Lifting Chain

A VAN BEEST BRAND

The complete solution for
your lashing job
Green Pin Tycan® lashing assembly components
Green Pin Tycan® fibre chain offers all the performance and flexibility of steel chain
but is eight times lighter than steel. Green Pin Tycan® Lashing Chain with a lashing
capacity (LC) of 10 ton or 13.6 ton and a loadbinder with hooks, specially developed
for use with Green Pin Tycan®, provide the best possible load securing during
transport.
Below, you can find an overview of the complete lashing system and complementary
products currently on offer, including the article codes for individual components.

Loadbinder

10t LC

13.6t LC

LCRR25ZHENT

LCRR25ZHENT

UMJ13 (6.8 ton)

GPUMJT30

GPUCRCT25
G-4151/3 (4.75 ton)

GPUCRCT30

FCHLASH1525

FCHLASH1330

HKK20A050

GPUCSCT30

P-7180

Connecting
links

UMJT

UMJ

Shorteners
UCRCT G-4151 G-4153

Chain
FCHLASH

Hooks
UCSCT P-6720A

Green Pin Tycan® Lashing Chain

